Faculty Media Guide
MESSAGE TO OUR MEDIA PARTNERS

The Office of Advancement and Alumni Affairs fields requests from the media for interviews with FAMU College of Law subject matter experts.

To request a media interview with a FAMU College of Law subject matter expert, please contact one of the following staff members:

Stephanie Strong, Information and Media Services Coordinator, stephanie.strong@famu.edu
Mildred Graham, Executive Director, Community Relations, Advancement and Alumni Affairs, mildred.graham@famu.edu

You may also reach out directly to the faculty member.

Email requests are preferred, even on urgent deadlines. Please include a brief description of the subject to be discussed, the deadline, the name of your media organization and your contact information.

Every effort will be made to process your media request as soon as possible.

MEDIA NOTE: It is the policy of FAMU to escort members of the media while on campus. Please stop at our security desk in the main lobby and identify yourself as a member of the news media. We are happy to assist you.
Robert Abrams
Professor of Law

robert.abrams@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Environmental Law
Water Law
Patricia Broussard
Professor of Law

patricia.broussard@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Constitutional Law
First Amendment
Women and the Law
Jeff Brown
Associate Professor of Law

jeffrey.brown@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Comparative Law
Payment Systems
Russia
Sexual Orientation and the Law
Torts
Eunice Caussade-Garcia
Associate Instructor

Areas of Expertise
Family Law
Housing Law

eunice.caussade@famu.edu
Ann Marie Cavazos
Professor of Law

ann.cavazos@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Florida Constitutional Law
Florida Family Law
Torts
Denise Cespedes
Instructor

denise.cespedes@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Civil Litigation
Florida Rules of Civil Procedure
Reproductive Rights
Kara Consalo
Assistant Professor of Law

Areas of Expertise
Constitutional Law, Environmental Law, Land Development, Local Government, Property Law, Real Estate, Zoning and Land Use

kara.consalio@famu.edu
Markita Cooper
Professor of Law

markita.cooper@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Employment Law
Torts
Kim Crag-Chaderton
Instructor

kim.chagchaderton@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Family Law
Children’s Rights
Juvenile Justice
Mark Dorosin  
Associate Professor of Law

Areas of Expertise
Civil Liberties and Civil Rights  
Critical Race Theory, Economic Justice,  
Environmental Law, First Amendment, Legal  
History, Racial Justice and Social Justice

mark.dorosin@famu.edu
Jonathan Fineman
Associate Professor of Law

jonathan.fineman@famu.edu

Area of Expertise
Employment Law
Ronald Griffin
Professor of Law

ronald.griffin@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Consumer Law, Contracts,
International Transactions, Secured Transactions,
Trade Secrets
Priscilla Harris
Instructor

priscilla.harris@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Environmental Law
Public Health Law
William Henslee
Professor of Law

william.henslee@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Copyright Law and Trademarks
Entertainment Law
Areto Imoukhuede
Professor of Law

areto.imoukhuede.@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Darryll Jones
Professor of Law

darryll.jones@famu.edu

Area of Expertise
Tax Law and Policy
Yolanda Jones
Associate Professor of Law

yolanda.jones@famu.edu

Area of Expertise
Law Library History
Deidré Keller
Dean and Professor of Law

deedre.keller@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Critical Race Theory
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Intellectual Property
Lundy Langston
Professor of Law

lundy.langston@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Criminal Law
Domestic Violence
Family Law
Jeremy Levitt
Distinguished Professor of International Law

jeremy.levitt@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Reginald Mitchell, Sr.
Instructor

reginald.mitchellsr@famu.edu

Area of Expertise
Elections
LeRoy Pernell  
Professor of Law  

Areas of Expertise  
Constitutional Law, Criminal Procedure,  
Critical Race Theory, Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, Juvenile Justice,  
Racial Justice, Social Justice and Torts  

leroy.pernell@famu.edu
Shiv Persaud
Associate Professor of Law

shiv.persaud@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Criminal Law
Cultural Competence
Cynthia Ramkellawan
Assistant Professor
of Law

cynthia.ramkellawan@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Contract Law
Criminal Law
Critical Race Theory
Rhonda Reaves
Professor of Law

rhonda.reaves@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Employment Discrimination
Employment Law
Maritza Reyes
Professor of Law

Areas of Expertise
Crimmigration Law, Ethics, Evidence, Federal Courts, Immigration Law, Latinos and the Law

maritza.reyes@famu.edu
Omar Saleem
Professor of Law

omar.saleem@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Criminal Law
Criminal Procedure
Firearms and the Second Amendment
Jennifer Smith
Professor of Law

jennifer.smith@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Cassandra Harris-Starks
Instructor

cassandra.starks@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Estate Planning
Immigration Law
Ali Friedberg Tal-mason
Instructor

ali.talmason@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Appelate Law
Legal History
Legal Humanities
Tonya Walker
Associate Instructor

Areas of Expertise
Construction and Commercial Litigation

tonya.walker@famu.edu
Marlese Wells
Instructor

marlese.wells@famu.edu

Area of Expertise
Bar Exam Success
Eurilynne Williams
Associate Instructor

eurilyne.williams@famu.edu

Areas of Expertise
Bar Exam Success
Family Law
FAMU Law’s award winning cable television program, Legal Connections, is an excellent media outlet for subject matter experts.